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Abstract
We provide an online convex optimization algo-
rithm with regret that interpolates between the
regret of an algorithm using an optimal precon-
ditioning matrix and one using a diagonal pre-
conditioning matrix. Our regret bound is never
worse than that obtained by diagonal precondi-
tioning, and in certain setting even surpasses that
of algorithms with full-matrix preconditioning.
Importantly, our algorithm runs in the same time
and space complexity as online gradient descent.
Along the way we incorporate new techniques
that mildly streamline and improve logarithmic
factors in prior regret analyses. We conclude by
benchmarking our algorithm on synthetic data and
deep learning tasks.
1. Online Learning
This paper considers the online linear optimization (OLO)
problem. An OLO algorithm chooses output vectors wt ∈
Rd in response to linear losses `t(w) = gt · w for some
gt ∈ Rd. Performance is measured by the regret (Shalev-
Shwartz et al., 2012; Zinkevich, 2003):
RT (w˚) =
T∑
t=1
`t(wt)− `t(w˚) =
T∑
t=1
gt · (wt − w˚)
OLO algorithms are important because they also solve solve
online convex optimization problems, in which the losses
`t need be only convex by virtue of taking gt to be a gra-
dient (or subgradient) of the tth convex loss. Even better,
these algorithms also solve stochastic convex optimization
problems by setting `t to be the tth minibatch loss and w˚ to
be the global minimizer (Cesa-Bianchi et al., 2004). Due
to both the simplicity of the linear setting and the power of
the resulting algorithms, OLO has become a successful and
popular framework for designing and analyzing many of the
algorithms used to train machine learning models today.
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Our goal is to obtain adaptive regret bounds so that RT (w˚)
may be much smaller in easier problems while still maintain-
ing optimal worst-case guarantees. One relevant prior result
is the “diagonal preconditioner” approach of Adagrad-style
algorithms (Duchi et al., 2011; McMahan & Streeter, 2010):
RT (w˚) ≤
d∑
i=1
‖w˚‖∞
√√√√ T∑
t=1
g2t,i (1)
where gt,i indicates the ith coordinate of gt. This bound can
be achieved via gradient descent with learning rates properly
tuned to the value of ‖w˚‖∞, and algorithms of this flavor
have found much use in practice. Similar regret bounds that
do not require tuning to the value of ‖w˚‖∞ can be obtained
by making use of a Lipschitz assumption ‖gt‖ ≤ G, leading
to a bound of the form (Cutkosky & Orabona, 2018):
RT (w˚) ≤ O
+ d∑
i=1
|w˚i|
√√√√log(d|w˚i|T ) T∑
t=1
g2t,i
 (2)
where  is a free parameter representing the “regret at the ori-
gin”. The extra logarithmic factor is an unavoidable penalty
for this extra adaptivity (McMahan & Streeter, 2012). This
bound has the advantage that by Cauchy-Schwarz it is at
most a logarithmic factor away from ‖w˚‖2
√∑T
t=1 ‖gt‖22,
while the diagonal Adagrad bound may be a factor of
√
d
worse due to the ‖w˚‖∞ instead of ‖w˚‖2.
Another type of bound is the “full-matrix Adagrad” bound
(Duchi et al., 2011)
RT (w˚) ≤ ‖w˚‖2Tr

√√√√ T∑
t=1
gtgTt
 (3)
or the more recent improved full-matrix bounds of
(Cutkosky & Orabona, 2018; Koren & Livni, 2017):
RT (w˚) ≤
√√√√d T∑
t=1
〈gt, w˚〉2 (4)
The above bound (4) may be much better than the diagonal
bound, but unfortunately the algorithms involve manipulat-
ing a d× d matrix (often called a “preconditioning matrix”)
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and so require O(d2) time per update. Our goal is to de-
sign an algorithm that maintains O(d) time per update, but
still manages to smoothly interpolate between the diagonal
bound (2) and full-matrix bounds (4).
Efficiently approximating the performance of full-matrix
algorithms is an active area of research. Prior approaches
include approximations based on sketching, low-rank ap-
proximations, and exploiting some assumed structure in the
gradients (Luo et al., 2016; Gupta et al., 2018; Agarwal
et al., 2018; Gonen & Shalev-Shwartz, 2015; Martens &
Grosse, 2015). The typical approach is to trade off computa-
tional complexity for approximation quality by maintaining
some kind of lossy compressed representation of the pre-
conditioning matrix. The properties of these tradeoffs vary:
for some strategies one may obtain worse-regret than a non-
full matrix algorithm (or even linear regret) if the data is
particularly adversarial, while for others one may be unable
to see nontrivial gains without significant complexity penal-
ties. Our techniques are rather different, and so we make no
complexity tradeoffs, never suffer worse regret than diag-
onal algorithms, and yet still obtain full-matrix bounds in
favorable situations.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we give
some background in online learning analysis techniques
that we will be using. In Sections 3-5 we state and analyze
our algorithm that can interpolate between full-matrix and
diagonal regret bounds efficiently. In Section 6 we provide
an empirical evaluation of our algorithm.
2. Betting Algorithms
A recent technique for designing online algorithms is via
the wealth-regret duality approach (McMahan & Orabona,
2014) and betting algorithms (Orabona & Pa´l, 2016). In
betting algorithms, one keeps track of the “wealth”:
WealthT = −
T∑
t=1
gt · wt
where  > 0 is some user-defined hyperparameter. The goal
is to make the wealth as big as possible, because
RT (w˚) = −WealthT −
T∑
t=1
gt · w˚
and in some sense the wealth is the only part of the above
expression that the algorithm actually has control over.
Specifically, we want to obtain a statement like:
WealthT ≥ f
(
−
T∑
t=1
gt · w˚‖w˚‖
)
for some function f , which exists only for analysis purposes
here. Given this inequality, we can write:
RT (w˚) = −
T∑
T=1
gt · w˚ −WealthT
≤ −
T∑
T=1
gt · w˚ − f
(
−
T∑
t=1
gt · w˚‖w˚‖
)
≤ + sup
X∈R
X‖w˚‖ − f(X)
= + f?(‖w˚‖)
where f? is the Fenchel conjugate, defined by f?(u) =
supx xu− f(x). Formally, we have:
Lemma 1. If WealthT ≥ f
(
−∑Tt=1 gt·w˚‖w˚‖ ) for some arbi-
trary norm ‖·‖ and function f , thenRT (w˚) ≤ +f?(‖w˚‖).
One way to increase the wealth is to view the vectors wt
as some kind of “bet” and gt as some kind of outcome (e.g.
imagine that wt is a portfolio and−gt is a vector of returns).
Then the amount of “money” you win at time t is −gt · wt
and so WealthT is the total amount of money you have at
time T , assuming you started out with  units of currency.
In order to leverage this metaphor, we make a critical as-
sumption: ‖gt‖? ≤ 1 for all t. Here ‖ · ‖? is the dual norm,
‖g‖? = sup‖w‖≤1 g ·w (e.g. when ‖ · ‖ is the 2-norm, ‖ · ‖?
is also the 2-norm, and when ‖ · ‖ is the infinity-norm, ‖ · ‖?
is the 1-norm). There is nothing special about 1 here; we
may choose any constant, but use 1 for simplicity.
Under this assumption, guaranteeing RT (0) ≤  is equiva-
lent to never going into debt (i.e. WealthT < 0). We assure
this by never betting more than we have: ‖wt‖ ≤Wealtht−1.
In fact, in order to simplify subsequent calculations, we will
ask for a somewhat stronger restriction:
‖wt‖ < 1
2
Wealtht−1 (5)
Given (5), we can also write
wt = vtWealtht−1
where vt is a vector with ‖vt‖ < 1/2, which we call the “bet-
ting fraction”. vt is a kind of “learning rate” analogue. How-
ever, in the d-dimensional setting vt is only a d-dimensional
vector, while previous full-matrix algorithms use a learning
rate analogue that is a d× d matrix.
2.1. Constant vt
To understand the potential of this approach, consider the
case of a fixed betting fraction vt = v˚. Using the inequality
log(1− x) ≥ −x− x2 for all x ≤ 1/2, we proceed:
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WealthT = 
T∏
t=1
(1− gt · v˚)
log(WealthT ) = log() +
T∑
t=1
log(1− gt · v˚) (6)
≥ log() +
T∑
t=1
−gt · v˚ − (gt · v˚)2 (7)
Now if we set
v˚ = − w˚‖w˚‖
∑T
t=1 gt · w˚‖w˚‖
2
∣∣∣∑Tt=1 gt · w˚‖w˚‖ ∣∣∣+ 2∑Tt=1(gt · w˚‖w˚‖ )2
we obtain:
WealthT ≥  exp

(∑T
t=1 gt · w˚‖w˚‖
)2
4
∣∣∣∑Tt=1 gt · w˚‖w˚‖ ∣∣∣+ 4∑Tt=1(gt · w˚‖w˚‖ )2

= f
(
−
T∑
t=1
gt · w˚‖w˚‖
)
Where f(x) =  exp
[
x2
4|x|+4∑Tt=1(gt· w˚‖w˚‖ )2
]
. Finally,
bound f? by Lemma 19 of (Cutkosky & Orabona, 2018):
RT (w˚) ≤ + f?(‖w˚‖) ≤ O˜
+
√√√√ T∑
t=1
(gt · w˚)2

This is actually a factor of up to
√
d better than the full-
matrix guarantee (4) and, more importantly, there are no
matrices in this algorithm! Instead, the role of the precon-
ditioner is played by the vector v˚, which corresponds to a
kind of “optimal direction”.
2.2. Varying vt
Now that we know that there exists a good fixed betting
fraction v given oracle tuning, we turn to the problem of
using varying vt. To do this we use the reduction developed
by Cutkosky & Orabona (2018) for recasting the problem of
choosing vt as itself an online learning problem. The first
step is to calculate the wealth with changing vt:
log(WealthT ) = log() +
T∑
t=1
log(1− gt · vt) (8)
Next, denote the wealth of the algorithm that uses a fixed
fraction v˚ as WealthT (˚v) and then subtract (8) from (6):
log(WealthT (˚v))− log(WealthT )
=
T∑
t=1
log(1− gt · v˚)− log(1− gt · vt)
=
T∑
t=1
`t(vt)− `t(˚v)
where we define `t(x) = − log(1− gt · x). Notice that `t
is convex, so we can try to find v˚ by using an online convex
optimization algorithm that outputs vt in response to the
loss `t. Let RvT be the regret of this algorithm. Then by
definition of regret, for any v˚:
log(WealthT (˚v))− log(WealthT ) = RvT (˚v)
Combining the above with inequality (7) we have
log(WealthT ) = log(WealthT (˚v))−RvT (˚v)
= log() +
T∑
t=1
−gt · v˚ − (gt · v˚)2 −RvT (˚v) (9)
So now need to find a v˚ that maximizes this expression.
Our analysis diverges from prior work at this point. Previ-
ously, (Cutkosky & Orabona, 2018) observed that `t is exp-
concave, and so by using the Online Newton Step (Hazan
et al., 2007) algorithm one can make RvT (˚v) = O(log(T ))
and obtain regret
RT (w˚) ≤ O
‖w˚‖
√√√√log(‖w˚‖T 4.5 ) T∑
t=1
‖gt‖2
 (10)
Instead, we take a different strategy by using recursion. The
idea is simple: we can apply the exact same reduction we
have just outlined to design an “inner” coin-betting strategy
for choosing vt and minimizing RvT . The major subtlety
that needs to be addressed is the restriction ‖vt‖ ≤ 1/2.
Fortunately, (Cutkosky & Orabona, 2018) also provides a
black-box reduction that converts any unconstrained op-
timization algorithm into a constrained algorithm without
modifying the regret bound, and so we can essentially ignore
the constraint on vt in our analysis.
3. Recursive Betting Algorithm
The key advantage of using a recursive strategy to choose vt
is that the regret RvT (˚v) may depend strongly on ‖˚v‖. Since
in many cases ‖˚v‖ is small, this results in better overall
performance than if we were to directly apply the Online
Newton Step algorithm. We formalize this strategy and
intuition in Algorithm 1 and Theorem 1.
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Algorithm 1 Recursive Optimizer
1: procedure RECURSIVEOPTIMIZER()
2: Wealth0 ← .
3: Initialize INNEROPTIMIZER.
4: for t = 1 . . . T do
5: Let vt be the tth output of INNEROPTIMIZER.
6: wt ←Wealtht−1vt.
7: Output wt, receive gt.
8: Wealtht ←Wealtht−1 − gt · wt.
9: zt ← gt1−gt·vt = ddvt − log(1− gt · vt).
10: Send zt as tth gradient to INNEROPTIMIZER.
11: end for
12: end procedure
Theorem 1. Suppose ‖gt‖? ≤ 1 for some norm ‖ · ‖ for all
t. Further suppose that INNEROPTIMIZER satisfies ‖vt‖ ≤
1/2 and guarantees regret nearly linear in ‖˚v‖:
RvT (˚v) =
T∑
t=1
zt · vt − zt · v˚ ≤ + ‖˚v‖GT (˚v/‖˚v‖)
for some function GT (˚v/‖˚v‖) for any v˚ with ‖˚v‖ ≤ 1/2.
Then if −∑Tt=1 gt · w˚‖w˚‖ ≥ 2GT (w˚/‖w˚‖), Algorithm 1
obtains
RT (w˚) ≤ O˜
+
√√√√ T∑
t=1
(gt · w˚)2

and otherwise
RT (w˚) ≤ + 2‖w˚‖GT (w˚/‖w˚‖)
Let us unpack the condition −∑Tt=1 gt · w˚‖w˚‖ ≥
2GT (w˚/‖w˚‖). First we consider the LHS. Observe that
−∑Tt=1 w˚‖w˚‖ · gt is the regret at w˚/‖w˚‖ of an algorithm
that always predicts 0. In a classic adversarial problem
we should expect this value to grow as Ω(T ). Even in
the case that each gt is an i.i.d. mean-zero random vari-
able, we should expect growth of at least Ω(
√
T ). For
the RHS, observe that so long as INNEROPTIMIZER ob-
tains the optimal T -dependence in its regret bound, we
should expect GT = O˜(
√
T ) - for example the algorithm
of (Cutkosky & Orabona, 2018) obtains GT (˚v/‖˚v‖) =
O
(√∑T
t=1 ‖gt‖2? log(T 4.5/)
)
for any ‖˚v‖ ≤ 1/2.
Therefore the condition −∑Tt=1 gt · w˚‖w˚‖ ≥ 2GT (w˚/‖w˚‖)
can be viewed as saying that the gt in some sense vio-
late standard concentration inequalities and so are clearly
not mean-zero random variables: intuitively, there is some
amount of signal in the gradients.
As a simple concrete example, suppose the gt are i.i.d. ran-
dom vectors with covariance Σ and mean −√x, where
x is the eigenvector of Σ with smallest eigenvalue. Then∑T
t=1 gt · x will grow as Θ(T
√
), and so for sufficiently
large T we will obtain the full-matrix regret bound where
RT (x) grows with
∑T
t=1(gt · x)2. This has expectation
xTΣxT + T = (λd + )T , where λd is the smallest eigen-
value of Σ. In contrast, a standard regret bound may depend
on
∑T
t=1 ‖gt‖22. This has expectation Trace(Σ)T + T ,
which is a factor of d larger for small , and even more if Σ
is poorly conditioned.
Next, let us consider the second case in which the re-
gret bound is O( + ‖w˚‖GT ). This bound is also actu-
ally a subtle improvement on prior guarantees. For ex-
ample, if INNEROPTIMIZER guarantees regret RvT (˚v) ≤
+‖˚v‖
√
log(‖˚v‖T/)∑Tt=1 ‖gt‖2?, we can use the fact that
‖˚v‖ ≤ 1/2 to bound GT by
√
log(T/)
∑T
t=1 ‖gt‖2?. Thus
the bound ‖w˚‖GT is better than previous regret bounds like
(10) due to removing the ‖w˚‖ from inside the log.
In summary, we improve prior art in two important ways:
1. When the sum of the gradients is greater than Ω˜(
√
T ),
we obtain the optimal full-matrix regret bound.
2. When the sum of the gradients is smaller, our re-
gret bound grows only linearly with ‖w˚‖, without any√
log(‖w˚‖) factor.
Both of these improvements appear to contradict lower
bounds. First, (Luo et al., 2016) suggests that the factor√
d is necessary in a full-matrix regret bound, which seems
to rule out improvement 1. Second, (McMahan & Orabona,
2014; Orabona, 2013) state that a
√
log(‖w˚‖) factor is re-
quired when ‖w˚‖ is unknown, appearing to rule out improve-
ment 2. We are consistent with these results because of the
condition −∑Tt=1 gt · w˚‖w˚‖ ≥ 2GT (w˚/‖w˚‖). Both lower
bounds use gt whose coordinates are random ±1. However,
the bound of (Luo et al., 2016) involves a “typical sequence”,
which concentrates appropriately about zero and does not
satisfy the condition to have our improved full-matrix bound.
In contrast, the bounds of (McMahan & Orabona, 2014;
Orabona, 2013) are stated for 1-dimensional problems and
rely on anti-concentration, so that the adversarial sequence
is very atypical and does satisfy the condition, yielding our
full-matrix bound that does include the log factor.
In Section 4 we propose a diagonal algorithm for use as
INNEROPTIMIZER. This will enable Algorithm 1 to inter-
polate between a diagonal regret bound and the full-matrix
guarantee. At first glance, this phenomenon is somewhat cu-
rious: how can an algorithm that keeps only per-coordinate
state manage to adapt to the covariance between pairs of
coordinates? The answer lies in the gradients supplied to the
INNEROPTIMIZER: gt1−gt·vt . The denominator of this ex-
pression actually contains information from all coordinates,
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and so even when INNEROPTIMIZER is a diagonal algorithm
it still has access to interactions between coordinates.
Now we sketch a proof of Theorem 1. We will drop con-
stants, logs and  and leave full details to Appendix B.
Proof Sketch of Theorem 1. We start from (9) and use our
assumption on the regret bound of INNEROPTIMIZER:
log(WealthT ) ≥
T∑
t=1
−gt · v˚ − (gt · v˚)2 − ‖˚v‖GT (˚v/‖˚v‖)
for all v˚. So now we choose v˚ to optimizes the bound.
Let us suppose that v˚ is of the form v˚ = x w˚‖w˚‖ for some
x so that v˚/‖˚v‖ = w˚/‖w˚‖. We consider two cases: either
−∑Tt=1 gt · w˚‖w˚‖ ≥ 2GT (w˚/‖w˚‖) or not.
Case 1 −∑Tt=1 gt · w˚/‖w˚‖ ≥ 2GT (w˚/‖w˚‖):
In this case we have
−
T∑
t=1
gt · v˚ − ‖˚v‖GT (˚v/‖˚v‖) ≥ −1
2
T∑
t=1
gt · v˚
Therefore we have
log(WealthT ) ≥
T∑
t=1
−1
2
gt · v˚ − (gt · v˚)2
So now using essentially the same argument as in the fixed
v case, we end up with a full-matrix regret bound:
RT (w˚) = O˜
+
√√√√ T∑
t=1
(gt · w˚)2

Case 2 −∑Tt=1 gt · w˚/‖w˚‖ < 2GT (w˚/‖w˚‖)
In this case, observe that since we guarantee WealthT > 0
no matter what strategy is used to pick vt, we have
RT (w˚) = −WealthT −
T∑
t=1
gt · w˚
≤ + 2‖w˚‖GT (w˚/‖w˚‖)
And so we are done.
4. Diagonal INNEROPTIMIZER
As a specific example of an algorithm that can be used
as INNEROPTIMIZER, we provide Algorithm 2. This al-
gorithm will achieve a regret bound similar to (2). Here
we use clip(x, a, b) to indicate truncating x to the interval
[a, b]. Algorithm 2 works by simply applying a separate
1-dimensional optimizer on each coordinate of the problem.
Each 1-dimensional optimizer is itself a coin-betting algo-
rithm that uses Follow-the-Regularized leader (Hazan et al.,
2016) to choose the betting fractions vt. There are also two
important modifications at lines 7 and 12-15 that implement
the unconstrained-to-constrained reduction.
Algorithm 2 Diagonal Betting Algorithm
1: procedure DIAGOPTIMIZER(, η)
2: Wealth0,i ←  for i ∈ {1, . . . , d}.
3: A0,i ← 5 and v1,i ← 0 for i ∈ {1, . . . , d}.
4: for t = 1 . . . T do
5: for i = 1 . . . d do
6: xt,i ← vt,iWealtht−1,i.
7: Set wt,i = clip(xt,i,−1/2, 1/2).
8: end for
9: Output wt = (wt,1, . . . , wt,d).
10: Receive gt with gt,i ∈ [−1, 1] for all i.
11: for i = 1 . . . d do
12: g˜t,i ← gt,i
13: if gt,i(xt,i − wt,i) < 0 then
14: g˜t,i ← 0.
15: end if
16: Wealtht,i ←Wealtht−1,i − xt,ig˜t,i.
17: zt,i ← ddvt,i − log(1− g˜t,ivt,i) =
g˜t,i
1−g˜t,ivt,i .
18: At,i ← At−1,i + z2t,i.
19: vt,i ← clip
(−2η∑t
t′=1 zt′,i
At,i
,−1/2, 1/2
)
20: end for
21: end for
22: end procedure
Before analyzing DIAGOPTIMIZER, we perform a second
analysis of RECURSIVEOPTIMIZER that makes no restric-
tions on INNEROPTIMIZER. We will eventually see that
Algorithm 2 is essentially an instance of RECURSIVEOPTI-
MIZER and so this Lemma will be key in our analysis:
Lemma 2. Suppose ‖gt‖? ≤ 1 for all t. Suppose INNEROP-
TIMIZER satisfies ‖vt‖ ≤ 1/2 and has regret RvT (˚v). Then
RECURSIVEOPTIMIZER obtains regret
RT (w˚) ≤ inf
c∈[0,1/2]
+
‖w˚‖
c
(
log
(‖w˚‖
c
)
− 1
)
+ ‖w˚‖cZ + ‖w˚‖
c
RvT
(
c
w˚
‖w˚‖
)
where Z =
∑T
t=1
(
gt · w˚‖w˚‖
)2
.
In words, we have written the regret of RECURSIVEOPTI-
MIZER as a kind of tradeoff between Z, which is propor-
tional to the quantity inside the square root of a full-matrix
bound, and the regret of the INNEROPTIMIZER. This makes
it easier to compute the regret when INNEROPTIMIZER’s
regret bound does not satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.
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Theorem 2. Suppose ‖gt‖∞ ≤ 1 for all t. Then Algorithm
2 guarantees regret RT (w˚) at most:
d+O
 d∑
i=1
|w˚i|max

√√√√√Gi
η
log
 |w˚i|Gηi
√
Gi
η

,
log
(
|w˚i|Gηi
√
Gi/η

)})
for all w˚ with ‖w˚‖∞ ≤ 1/2, where Gi =
∑T
t=1 g
2
t,i. Fur-
ther, by using /d instead of  and setting η = 1/2, we can
also re-write this as:
RT (w˚) ≤ + ‖w˚‖∞GT (w˚/‖w˚‖∞),
where
GT (x) = O
(
d∑
i=1
|xi|max
{√
Gi log
(
dZi

)
,
log
(
dGi

)})
Let us briefly unpack this bound. Ignoring log factors to gain
intuition, the bound is
∑d
i=1 |w˚i|
√∑T
t=1 g
2
t,i. Note that this
improves upon the diagonal Adagrad bound (1) by virtue
of depending on each |w˚i| rather than the norm ‖w˚‖∞, and
by Cauchy-Schwarz it is bounded by ‖w˚‖2
√∑T
t=1 ‖gt‖22,
which matches classic “dimension-free” bounds. Note how-
ever that this bound is not strictly dimension-free due to the
d term. Even setting  = 1/d will incur a log(d) penalty
due to the log(1/) factor. Most importantly, however,
DIAGOPTIMIZER satisfies the conditions on INNEROPTI-
MIZER in Theorem 1.
Theorem 2 is also notable for its logarithmic factor, which
can be made O(log(|w˚i|Gη+1/2i /
√
η)) for any η. This
is an improvement over prior bounds such as (Cutkosky &
Orabona, 2018) in that the power of theO(T ) termGi inside
the logarithm is smaller However, the optimal value for this
exponent is 1/2 (McMahan & Orabona, 2014), which this
bound cannot obtain. Instead, we show in Appendix C.1
that a simple doubling-trick scheme does allow us to obtain
the optimal rate. To our knowledge this is the first time
such a rate has been achieved: prior works achieve the
optimal log factor, but have worse adaptivity to the values
of gt, depending on T or
∑T
t=1 |gt| instead of
∑T
t=1 g
2
t
(McMahan & Orabona, 2014; Orabona, 2014).
Proof Sketch of Theorem 2. First, we observe that Algo-
rithm 2 is running d copies of a 1-dimensional optimizer.
Because we have
RT (w˚) =
T∑
t=1
gt · (wt − w˚) =
d∑
i=1
T∑
t=1
gt,i(wt,i − w˚i)
we may analyze each dimension individually and then sum
the regrets. So let us focus on a single 1-dimensional opti-
mizer, and drop all i subscripts for simplicity.
Next, we address the truncation of wt and modifica-
tions to gt. This is a 1-dimensional specialization of
the unconstrained-to-constrained reduction of (Cutkosky
& Orabona, 2018). Let gt be the (original, unmodified) gra-
dient, and let g˜t be the modified gradient (so g˜t = gt or
g˜t = 0). A little calculation shows that
g˜t(xt − w˚) ≥ gt(wt − w˚)
for any w˚ ∈ [−1/2, 1/2]. Therefore, the regret∑T
t=1 gt(wt − w˚) is upper-bounded by
∑T
t=1 g˜t(xt − w˚).
This quantity is simply the regret of an algorithm that
uses gradients g˜t and outputs xt. Now we interpret xt as
the predictions of a coin-betting algorithm that uses bet-
ting fractions vt in response to the gradients g˜t. Thus we
may analyze the regret of the xt with respect to the g˜t
using coin-betting machinery. To this end, observe that
At = 5 +
∑t
t′=1 z
2
t′ , so that
vt+1 = argmin
v∈[−1/2,1/2]
t∑
t′=1
zt′v +
v2
4η
(
5 +
t∑
t′=1
z2t′
)
Since zt is the derivative of log(1 − g˜tv) evaluated
at vt, we see that vt are the outputs of a Follow-the-
Regularized-Leader (FTRL) algorithm with regularizers
v2 14η (5 +
∑t
t=1 z
2
t′). That is, we are actually using Al-
gorithm 1 with INNEROPTIMIZER equal to this FTRL algo-
rithm. Using the FTRL analysis of (McMahan, 2017), we
then have
RvT (˚v) ≤ v˚
2
4η
(
5 +
T∑
t=1
z2t
)
+
T∑
t=1
ηz2t
5 +
∑t−1
t′=1 z
2
t′
Next, by convexity we have log(a)+b/(a+4) ≤ log(a+b)
for all a > 0, 0 < b < 4. Since |wt| ≤ 1/2 and |gt| ≤ 1,
z2t ≤ 4. Therefore by induction we can show:
T∑
t=1
z2t
5+
∑t−1
t′=1 z
2
t′
≤ log
(
1 +
T∑
t=1
z2t
)
so that since |zt| ≤ 2|g˜t| ≤ 2|gt|,
RvT (˚v) ≤ ≤ v˚
2
4η
(
5 + 4
T∑
t=1
g2t
)
+ η log
(
1 + 4
T∑
t=1
g2t
)
Therefore by Lemma 2 we have
RT (w˚) ≤ + |w˚|
c
(log(|w˚|/c)− 1) + |w˚|cZ
+
|w˚|c
η
(
5 + 4
T∑
t=1
g2t
)
+
|w˚|η
c
log
(
1 + 4
T∑
t=1
g2t
)
= +O
( |w˚|
c
log
( |w˚|Gη
c
)
+
|w˚|cG
η
)
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for all c ∈ [0, 1/2], where we have observed that Z =∑T
t=1 g
2
t = G in one dimension, and dropped various con-
stants for simplicity. Optimizing for c we have
RT (w˚) ≤ +O
|w˚|max

√√√√√G
η
log
 |w˚|Gη
√
Z
η

,
log
(
|w˚|Gη√G/η

)})
The statement for GT comes from simply observing that
|w˚|∞ ≤ 1/2.
5. Full Regret Bound
Now we combine the DIAGOPTIMIZER of the previous sec-
tion with RECURSIVEOPTIMIZER. There are only a few
details to address. First, since the analysis of DIAGOP-
TIMIZER is specific to the infinity-norm, we set ‖ · ‖ to
be the infinity-norm in RECURSIVEOPTIMIZER and The-
orem 1, which has ‖ · ‖1 as dual norm. Second, note
that the gradients provided to INNEROPTIMIZER satisfy
‖zt‖∞ = ‖gt/(1 − gt · vt)‖∞ ≤ 2‖gt‖∞ ≤ 2 since
1 ≥ ‖gt‖1 ≥ ‖gt‖∞. Since the analysis of DIAGOPTI-
MIZER requires gradients bounded by 1, we rescale the
gradients by a factor of 2, which scales up the regret by the
same constant factor of 2. Therefore, we see that DIAGOP-
TIMIZER satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1 with
GT (v/‖v‖∞) = O
(
d∑
i=1
|vi|
‖v‖∞ max
{√
Gi log
(
dGi

)
,
log
(
dGi

)})
Thus by Theorem 1, in all cases we have the diagonal bound:
RT (w˚) ≤ O˜
+ d∑
i=1
|w˚i|
√√√√ T∑
t=1
g2t,i
 (11)
and whenever −∑Tt=1 gt · w˚‖w˚‖∞ ≥ 2GT (w˚/‖w˚‖) =
O˜(
√
T ), we have
RT (w˚) ≤ O˜
+
√√√√ T∑
t=1
(gt · w˚)2

Note that this may be even a factor of
√
d better than the
standard full-matrix regret bounds (3), (4).
We recall that by Cauchy-Schwarz, the bound (11) also
implies:
RT (w˚) ≤ O˜
‖w˚‖2
√√√√ T∑
t=1
‖gt‖22

which is the standard non-diagonal adaptive regret bound.
Note that this may be a factor of
√
d better than the diagonal
Adagrad bound (1) when both w˚ and the gradients are dense.
6. Experiments
We implemented RECURSIVEOPTIMIZER in TensorFlow
(Abadi et al., 2016) and ran benchmarks on both synthetic
data as well as several deep learning tasks (see Appendix D
for full details).1 We found that using the recent algorithm
SCINOL of (Kempka et al., 2019) as the inner optimizer
instead of Algorithm 2 provided qualitatively similar results
on synthetic data but better empirical performance on the
deep learning tasks, so we report results using SCINOL
as the inner optimizer. We stress that since SCINOL has
essentially the same regret bound as in Theorem 2 (with
slightly worse log factors), this substitution maintains our
theoretical guarantees while allowing us to inherit the scale-
invariance properties of SCINOL. This actually highlights
another advantage of our reduction: we can take advantage
of orthogonal advances in optimization.
Our synthetic data takes the form `t(w) = |xt · w − xt · w˚|
where xt is randomly generated from a 100-dimensional
N (0,Σ) and w˚ is some pre-selected optimal point. We gen-
erate Σ to be a random matrix with exponentially decaying
eigenvalues and condition number 750. We consider two
cases: either w˚ is the eigenvector with smallest eigenvalue
of Σ, or the eigenvector with largest eigenvalue. We com-
pared RECURSIVEOPTIMIZER to diagonal ADAGRAD, both
of which come with good theoretical guarantees. For full im-
plementation details, see Appendix D. The performance on
a holdout set is shown in Figure 1. RECURSIVEOPTIMIZER
enjoys an advantage in the poorly-conditioned regime while
maintaining performance in the well-conditioned problem.
The dynamics of RECURSIVEOPTIMIZER in the poorly-
conditioned problem bear some discussion. Recall that our
full-matrix regret bounds actually do not appear until the
sum of the gradients grows to a certain degree. It appears
that this may provide a period of “slow convergence” during
which the inner optimizer is presumably finding the optimal
v˚, which is hard on poorly-conditioned problems. Once
this is located, the algorithm makes progress very quickly.
We also test RECURSIVEOPTIMIZER on benchmark deep
learning models. Specifically, we test performance with the
ResNet-32 (He et al., 2016) model on the CIFAR-10 image
recognition dataset (Krizhevsky & Hinton, 2009) and the
Transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017; 2018) on LM-
1B (Chelba et al., 2013) and other textual datasets. We
record train and test error, both as a function of number
of iterations as well as a function of wall time. We com-
1Code available at: https://github.com/
google-research/google-research/tree/
master/recursive_optimizer
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Figure 1. Test Error in Synthetic Experiments. (a): w˚ is eigenvector with maximum eigenvalue (well-conditioned). (b): w˚ is eigenvector
with minimum eigenvalue (poorly-conditioned).
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Figure 2. Deep Learning Experiments (a): Transformer test accuracy on LM1B. (b). ResNet-32 test accuracy on CIFAR-10. See Appendix
D.2 for details on the momentum heuristic.
pare performance to the commonly used Adam (Kingma
& Ba, 2014) and Adagrad optimizers (see Figure 2, and
Appendix D). Even though our analysis relies heavily on
duality and global properties of convexity, RECURSIVEOP-
TIMIZER still performs well on these non-convex tasks: we
are competitive in all benchmarks, and marginally the best
in the Transformer tasks. This suggests an interesting line
of future research: most popular optimizers used in deep
learning operate in a proximal manner, producing each iter-
ate as an offset from the previous iterate. This seems more
appropriate to the non-convex setting as gradients provide
only local information. It may therefore be valuable to de-
velop a proximal version of RECURSIVEOPTIMIZER that
performs even better in the non-convex setting.
7. Conclusion
We have presented an algorithm that successfully obtains
full-matrix style regret guarantees in certain settings with-
out sacrificing runtime, space or regret in less favorable
settings. The favorable settings we require for full-matrix
performance are those in which the sum of the gradients
exceeds the regret of some base algorithm, which should be
O˜(
√
T ). This suggests that any gradients with some system-
atic bias will satisfy our condition and exhibit full-matrix re-
gret bounds for sufficiently large T . Our algorithmic design
is based on techniques for unconstrained online learning,
which necessitates an extra log factor in our regret over a
mirror-descent algorithm tuned to the value of ‖w˚‖. As
such, it is an interesting question whether a mirror-descent
style analysis can achieve similar results with oracle tuning.
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This appendix is organized as follows:
1. In Section A we prove some technical Lemmas used in our main results.
2. In Section B we prove Theorem 1.
3. In Section C we prove Theorem 2, and also provide a doubling-trick based algorithm that achieves the optimal log
factors in its regret bound.
4. In Section D we provide details about our empirical evaluation.
A. Technical Lemmas
We compute a useful Fenchel conjugate below:
Lemma 3. Let f(x) = a exp(bx) for a ≥ 0 and b ≥ 0. Then f?(y) = yb
(
log
(
y
ab
)− 1) for all y ≥ 0.
Proof. We want to maximize
yx− a exp(bx)
as a function of x. Differentiating, we have y − ab exp(bx) = 0, so that x = 1b log
(
y
ab
)
(where we’ve used our assumption
about non-negativity of all variables). Then we simply substitute this value in to conclude the Lemma.
Next, we have a useful optimization solution:
Lemma 4. Suppose A,B,C,D are non-negative constants. Then
inf
x∈[0,1/2]
A
x
[
log
(
B
x
)
− C
]
+Dx ≤ 2 max

√√√√ADmax[log(B√D√
A
)
− C, 1
]
,
2Amax
[
log
(
B
√
4A2 +D√
A
)
− C, 1
]]
Proof. We will just guess a value for x:
x =
√
A√
D
√√√√max[log(B√D√
A
)
− C, 1
]
Suppose that this quantity is in [0, 1/2] for now. Then we have
log
(
B
x
)
≤ log
(
B
√
D√
A
)
so that
A
x
[
log
(
B
x
)
− C
]
≤ A
x
[
log
(
B
√
D√
A
)
− C
]
≤
√√√√AD(log(B√D√
A
)
− C
)
Thus we have:
A
x
[
log
(
B
x
)
− C
]
+Dx ≤ 2
√√√√ADmax[log(B√D√
A
)
− C, 1
]
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Now suppose instead that our guess is outside [0, 1/2]. Then we must have
4Amax
[
log
(
B
√
D√
A
)
− C, 1
]
≥ D
and also
2
√√√√max[log(B√D√
A
)
− C, 1
]
≥
√
D√
A
So now with x = 1/2 we obtain:
A
x
[
log
(
B
x
)
− C
]
+Dx ≤ 2A(log(2B)− C) + 2Amax
[
log
(
B
√
D√
A
)
− C, 1
]
≤ 2A(log(2B)− C) + 2Amax
[
log
(
B
√
D√
A
)
− C, 1
]
≤ 4Amax
[
log
(
B
√
4A2 +D√
A
)
− C, 1
]
A.1. Proof of Lemma 2
Proof. Recall that WealthT (v) is the wealth of an algorithm that always uses betting fraction v. So long as ‖v‖ ≤ 1/2, we
have
WealthT (v) ≥  exp
(
−v ·
T∑
t=1
gt −
T∑
t=1
(v · gt)2
)
Setting X = −∑Tt=1 gt · w˚‖w˚‖ , and Z = ∑Tt=1(gt · w˚/‖w˚‖)2 yields:
WealthT
(
c
w˚
‖w˚‖
)
≥  exp (cX − c2Z)
By mild abuse of notation, we define the regret of our v-choosing algorithm at c w˚‖w˚‖ as R
v
T (c), so that following (9) we can
write:
WealthT ≥  exp
(
cX − c2Z −RvT (c)
)
= fc(X) (12)
where we defined fc(X) =  exp
(
cX − c2Z −RvT (c)
)
. Now by Lemmas 1 and 3, we obtain:
RT (w˚) ≤ + f?c (‖w˚‖)
= +
‖w˚‖
c
[
log
( ‖w˚‖
c exp(−c2Z −RvT (c))
)
− 1
]
= +
‖w˚‖
c
[
log
(‖w˚‖
c
)
+ c2Z +RvT (c)− 1
]
= +
‖w˚‖
c
(log(‖w˚‖/c)− 1) + ‖w˚‖cZ + ‖w˚‖
c
RvT (c) (13)
B. Proof of Theorem 1
The following theorem provides a more detailed version of Theorem 1, including all constants:
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Theorem 3. Suppose ‖gt‖? ≤ 1 for some norm ‖ ·‖ for all t. Further suppose that INNEROPTIMIZER has outputs satisfying
‖vt‖ ≤ 1/2 and guarantees regret nearly linear in ‖˚v‖:
RvT (˚v) =
T∑
t=1
zt · vt − zt · v˚ ≤ + ‖˚v‖GT (˚v/‖˚v‖)
for some functionGT (˚v/‖˚v‖) for any v˚ with ‖˚v‖ ≤ 1/2. Then if−
∑T
t=1 gt · w˚‖w˚‖ ≥ 2GT (w˚/‖w˚‖), RECURSIVEOPTIMIZER
obtains
RT (w˚) ≤ + 4
√√√√√(4‖w˚‖2 + T∑
t=1
(gt · w˚)2
)
max
log
2
√
4‖w˚‖2 +∑Tt=1(gt · w˚)2

+ − 1, 1

and otherwise
RT (w˚) ≤ + 2‖w˚‖GT (w˚/‖w˚‖)
Proof. First, observe that since ‖vt‖ ≤ 1/2 for all t, we must have WealthT ≥ 0 for all t and so
T∑
t=1
gt · wt ≤ 
Therefore, if −∑Tt=1 gt · w˚‖w˚‖ < 2GT (w˚/‖w˚‖) we must have
RT (w˚) =
T∑
t=1
gt · wt − gt · w˚
=
T∑
t=1
gt · wt − ‖w˚‖
T∑
t=1
gt · w˚‖w˚‖
≤ + 2‖w˚‖G(w˚/‖w˚‖)
Which proves one case of the Theorem. So now we assume −∑Tt=1 gt · w˚‖w˚‖ ≥ 2GT (w˚/‖w˚‖).
Recall the inequality:
log(WealthT ) ≥ log() +
T∑
t=1
−gt · v˚ − (gt · v˚)2 −RvT (˚v)
for any v˚ with ‖˚v‖ ≤ 1/2. Using our assumption on RvT , and setting v˚ = cw˚/‖w˚‖ for some unspecified c ∈ [0, 1/2], we
have
log(WealthT ) ≥ log() +
T∑
t=1
−gt · v˚ − (gt · v˚)2 − (+ ‖˚v‖G(˚v/‖˚v‖))
≥ −+ log() +
T∑
t=1
−cgt · w˚‖w˚‖ − c
2Z − cG
(
w˚
‖w˚‖
)
≥ −+ log() +
T∑
t=1
− c
2
gt · w˚‖w˚‖ − c
2Z
where we have defined Z =
∑T
t=1
(
gt · w˚‖w˚‖
)2
. Now we define
f(X) =  exp
(
−− c2Z + c
2
X
)
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to obtain
WealthT ≥ f
(
−
T∑
t=1
gt · w˚‖w˚‖
)
Then using Lemmas 1 and 3 we obtain:
RT (w˚) ≤ + f?(‖w˚‖)
≤ + 2‖w˚‖
c
[
log
(
2‖w˚‖
c
)
+ − 1
]
+ 2‖w˚‖cZ
Now we optimize c ∈ [0, 1/2] using Lemma 4:
RT (w˚) ≤ + 4‖w˚‖
√
(4 + Z) max
[
log
(
2‖w˚‖√4 + Z

)
+ − 1, 1
]
C. Proof of Theorem 2
The following theorem provides a more detailed version of Theorem 2, including all constants and logarithmic factors.
Theorem 4. Suppose ‖gt‖∞ ≤ 1 for all t. Then for all ‖w˚‖∞ ≤ 1/2, Algorithm 2 guarantees regret:
RT (w˚) ≤ d+ 2
d∑
i=1
|w˚i|max

√√√√[ 5
4η
+Gi
(
1 +
2
η
)]
max
[
log
(
|w˚i|(1 + 4Gi)η
√
2/η +Gi(1 + 2/η)

)
− 1, 1
]
,
2 max
[
log
(
|w˚i|(1 + 4Gi)η
√
4 + 5/4η +Gi(1 + 2/η)

)
− 1, 1
]]
≤ d+ 2‖w˚‖∞
d∑
i=1
|w˚i|
‖w˚‖∞ max

√√√√[ 5
4η
+Gi
(
1 +
2
η
)]
max
[
log
(
(1 + 4Gi)η
√
5/4η +Gi(1 + 2/η)
2
)
− 1, 1
]
,
2 max
[
log
(
(1 + 4Gi)
η
√
4 + 5/4η +Gi(1 + 2/η)
2
)
− 1, 1
]]
:= d+ ‖w˚‖∞G(w˚/‖w˚‖∞)
Proof. First, observe that Algorithm 2 is running d copies of a 1-dimensional algorithm, one per coordinate. Using the
classic diagonal trick, we can write
RT (w˚) ≤
T∑
t=1
〈gt, wt − w˚〉 =
d∑
i=1
T∑
t=1
gt,i(wt,i − w˚) =
d∑
i=1
RT,i(w˚)
where RT,i indicates the regret of the ith 1-dimensional optimizer. As a result, we will only analyze each dimension
individually and combine all the dimensions at the end. To make notation cleaner during this process, we drop the subscripts
i.
Next, we claim that it suffices to examine the regret of the xts rather than that of the wts. In particular, it holds that:
gt(wt − w˚) ≤ g˜t(xt − w˚)
We show this via case-work. First, if wt = xt the claim is immediate because gt = g˜t. Suppose gt(xt − wt) ≥ 0. Then
gt = g˜t and gtxt ≥ gtwt so that the claim follows. Finally, suppose gt(xt − wt) < 0. Then since xt 6= wt, we must
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have wt = clip(xt,−1/2, 1/2) so that sign(xt) = sign(xt − wt) = sign(wt) and so sign(gt) = −sign(wt). Further, since
wt ∈ {−1/2, 1/2} and w˚ ∈ [−1/2, 1/2], sign(wt − w˚) = sign(wt). Therefore gt(wt − w˚) ≤ 0 = g˜t(xt − w˚). Therefore
we can write:
T∑
t=1
gt(wt − w˚) ≤
T∑
t=1
g˜t(xt − w˚)
The RHS of the above is the regret of the xts with respect to the g˜ts, so we reduce to analyzing this regret. Eventually the
regret bound will be increasing in |g˜t|, and since |g˜t| ≤ |gt|, we can seamlessly transition to a regret bound in terms of the
gt.
Finally, observe that the xts are generated by a betting algorithm using betting-fractions vt. Inspection of the formula for vt
reveals that we can write:
vt = argmin
v∈[−1/2,1/2]
1
4η
Atv
2 +
T∑
t=1
ztv
so that the vt are actually the outputs of an FTRL algorithm using regularizers At4η v
2, which are At2η -strongly convex. That is,
the xts are actually an instance of RECURSIVEOPTIMIZER.
Thus by Lemma 2 we have
RT (w˚) ≤ inf
c∈[0,1/2]
+
|w˚|
c
(
log
( |w˚|
c
)
− 1
)
+ |w˚|cZ + |w˚|
c
RvT
(
c
w˚
|w˚|
)
where Z =
∑T
t=1 g
2
t in this one-dimensional case.
Next we tackle RvT . To do this, we invoke the FTRL analysis of (McMahan, 2017) to claim:
RvT (x) ≤
AT
4η
x2 +
T∑
t=1
z2t η
A2t−1
≤ AT
4η
x2 + η
T∑
t=1
z2t
5 +
∑t−1
i=1 z
2
i
Now observe that each zt satisfies |zt| ≤ 2|gt| ≤ 2 so that
T∑
t=1
z2t
5 +
∑t−1
i=1 z
2
i
≤
T∑
t=1
z2t
1 +
∑t
i=1 z
2
i
≤ log
(
1 +
T∑
t=1
z2t
)
≤ log
(
1 + 4
T∑
t=1
g2t
)
Therefore we have
RvT (x) ≤
5 + 4
∑T
t=1 g
2
t
4η
x2 + η log
(
1 + 4
T∑
t=1
g2t
)
=
5 + 4Z
4η
x2 + log ((1 + 4Z)η)
Plugging back into the result from Lemma 2 we obtain:
RT (w˚) ≤ inf
c∈[0,1/2]
+
|w˚|
c
(
log
( |w˚|(1 + 4Z)η
c
)
− 1
)
+ |w˚|c(5/4η + Z(1 + 2/η))
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Then using Lemma 4 we get:
RT (w˚) ≤ + 2|w˚|max

√√√√[ 5
4η
+ Z
(
1 +
2
η
)]
max
[
log
(
|w˚|(1 + 4Z)η√2/η + Z(1 + 2/η)

)
− 1, 1
]
,
2 max
[
log
(
|w˚|(1 + 4Z)η√4 + 5/4η + Z(1 + 2/η)

)
− 1, 1
]]
Now we simply combine each of the d dimensional regret bounds and observe that in a one-dimension, Z =
∑T
t=1 gt, i
2 =
Gi to obtain:
RT (w˚) ≤ d+ 2
d∑
i=1
|w˚i|max

√√√√[ 5
4η
+Gi
(
1 +
2
η
)]
max
[
log
(
|w˚i|(1 + 4Gi)η
√
5/4η +Gi(1 + 2/η)

)
− 1, 1
]
,
2 max
[
log
(
|w˚i|(1 + 4Gi)η
√
4 + 5/4η +Gi(1 + 2/η)

)
− 1, 1
]]
C.1. Optimal Logarithmic Factors
The previous analysis obtains logarithmic factors of the form log(|w|Z1/2+η/) for any given η > 0. For |w| > , this is
the same up to constant factors as the optimal bound log(|w|√Z/). However, for small w this is not so. In the small-w˚
case, our bound is already an improvement on the previous exponent (Cutkosky & Orabona, 2018), which has an exponent
of 4.5 instead of 1/2 + η, but here we sketch how to remove η completely using the classic doubling trick. We present the
idea in one dimensional unconstrained problems only: conversion to constrained or high dimensional problems may be
accomplished via per-coordinate updates as in Theorem 4, or via the dimension-free reduction in (Cutkosky & Orabona,
2018). The idea is essentially the same as Algorithm 2, but instead of using a varying At, we use a fixed A and set η = 1.
We restart the algorithm with a doubled value for A whenever we observe 2Z = 2
∑
g2t > A. Let us analyze this scheme
during one epoch of fixed A-value. Following identical analysis as in Theorem 4, we observe that
RvT (x) ≤
A
2
x2 +
1
2
T∑
t=1
z2t
A
≤ A
2
x2 +
1
2
T∑
t=1
4g2t
A
≤
T∑
t=1
g2t x
2 + 1 = Zx2 + 1
Then applying Theorem 2 we have
RkT (w˚) ≤ inf
c∈[0,1/2]
+
|w˚|
c
(
log
( |w˚|
c
)
− 1
)
+ 2|w˚|cZk + |w˚|
c
= +
|w˚|
c
log
( |w˚|
c
)
+ 2|w˚|cZk
where RkT indicates regret in the kth epoch and Zk is the value of Z in the kth epoch. Optimizing c, we obtain:
RT (w˚) ≤ + 2|w˚|max
√2Zk max [log( |w˚|√2Zk

)
, 1
]
, 2 max
[
log
( |w˚|√4 + 2Zk

)
, 1
]
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Let Z be the true value of Z (i.e. Z =
∑T
t=1 g
2
t across all epochs, in contrast to a Zk). Then we have
RkT (w˚) ≤ + 2|w˚|max

√√√√2Zk max[log( |w˚|√2Z

)
, 1
]
, 2 max
[
log
( |w˚|√4 + 2Z

)
, 1
]
Then summing over all epochs, we obtain
RT (w˚) ≤ O
 log(Z) + |w˚|max

√√√√Z max[log( |w˚|√2Z

)
, 1
]
, log(Z) max
[
log
( |w˚|√4 + 2Z

)
, 1
]
D. Experimental Details
In this Section we describe our experiments in detail. All of our neural network experiments were conducted using the
Tensor2Tensor library (Vaswani et al., 2018). We evaluated RECURSIVEOPTIMIZER on several datasets included in the
library, including MNIST and CIFAR-10 image classification, LM1B language modeling with 32k, and IMDB sentiment
analysis tasks. On CIFAR-10, we used a ResNet model (He et al., 2016) (ResNet-32), on MNIST we used a simple two
layer fully connected network as well as logistic regression, and for the remaining tasks we used the Transformer model
(Vaswani et al., 2017).
We used  = 1.0 in RECURSIVEOPTIMIZER. For our baseline optimizers Adam and Adagrad, we used default parameters
provided by Tensor2Tensor for each dataset when available. Often these were not available for Adagrad, in which case we
manually tuned the learning rate on a small exponentially spaced grid. Experiments with larger models or data sets, i.e.
CIFAR-10 and LM1B, ran on single NVIDIA P100 GPU, the rest on single NVIDIA K1200 GPU.
D.1. Choice of Inner Optimizer
Our analysis uses a Follow-the-Regularized-Leader algorithm in the inner optimizer DIAGOPTIMIZER to choose the
inner-most betting fraction vt. However, according to Theorem 1, we may use any optimizer with a sufficiently good regret
guarantee as the inner optimizer. Since our initial submission, (Kempka et al., 2019) proposed the SCINOL algorithm that
obtains regret similar to DIAGOPTIMIZER (albeit with somewhat worse logarithmic factors). However, we found that using
SCINOL resulted in much better performance on the Transformer model tasks, so we used it as the inner optimizer in all
experiments. We conjecture that our algorithm is inheriting some of the scale-invariance properties of SCINOL, which
allows it to be more robust. We stress that this is still theoretically sound - the only change will be a small increase in the
logarithmic factors.
D.2. Momentum Analog
In our experiments we found that augmenting RECURSIVEOPTIMIZER with the “momentum”-like offsets for parameter-free
online learning proposed by (Cutkosky & Boahen, 2017b; Cutkosky & Orabona, 2018) improved the empirical performance
on CIFAR-10, so all of our results show two curves for RECURSIVEOPTIMIZER, both with and without momentum (except
for the synthetic experiments, in which we did not use momentum). In brief, this consists of replacing each iterate wt with
wt + wt where
wt =
t∑
t′=1
‖gt′‖2?wt′∑t
t′=1 ‖gt′‖2?
D.3. Dealing with unknown bound on gt
Our theory requires ‖gt‖? ≤ 1 where ‖ · ‖ is the∞ norm. Although we may replace 1 with any known bound gmax, it
is not possible to simply ignore this requirement in implementing the algorithm: doing so may cause wealth to become
negative, which will completely destabilize the algorithm since it will be implicitly differentiating the logarithm of a negative
number. However, we do not wish to have to provide this bound to the algorithm, so we adopt a simple heuristic. We
maintain gmax, the maximum value of ‖gt‖1 we have observed so far during the course of the optimization. Then instead of
providing gt to RECURSIVEOPTIMIZER, we provide gt/gmax. Ideally, gmax will only increase during the very beginning of
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the optimization, after which we will simply be rescaling the gradients by a constant factor. Since our regret bounds are
nearly scale-free, this should hopefully have negligible effect on the performance. Note that it is actually impossible to
design an algorithm that maintains regret nearly linear in ‖w˚‖ while also being adaptive to the unknown final value of gmax
(Cutkosky & Boahen, 2017a).
D.4. Initial Betting Fraction
Prior results on coin-betting in deep learning (Orabona & Tommasi, 2017) suggest that a valuable heuristic is to keep the
initial betting fraction smaller than some moderate constant. This has the effect of preventing the initial step taken by
the algorithm from being too large. We choose to apply this heuristic to the betting fraction of the inner-optimizer - not
the betting fraction of the outer optimizer. Note that SCINOL is also a coin-betting algorithm, so it still makes sense to
apply the heuristic in this manner. We clip the inner betting fraction of dimension i to be always at most η = 0.1 until∑
v2t,i ≥ 1 where vt is the gradient passed to the inner betting fraction. This trick has no theoretical basis, but seems to
provide significant improvement in the deep learning experiments.
D.5. Empirical Results
Now we plot our performance on the benchmarks. We record performance on train and test set, both in terms of number of
iterations as well as wall clock time. Generally from eight possible combinations of train, test-top-1 accuracy, loss-steps,
time curves we show train loss and test accuracy both by steps and time, other combinations are indistinguishably similar
and omitted for brevity. For LM1B and Penn Tree Bank language models we include the log perplexity metric as well.
With regard to efficiency observe that the right hand side plots of Figures 3 and 8 whose x-axis is wall clock time are
rather similar to left hand side plots based on number of iterations. For a more accurate view, Figure 9 shows that
RECURSIVEOPTIMIZER is somewhat slower than both Adam and Adagrad. It is evident that the algorithm requires
more computation, although only by a constant factor. We made essentially no effort to optimize our code. We expect
that with more careful implementation these numbers can be improved. Secondly, Adam (more specifically LazyAdam
used by Tensor2Tensor framework) and Adagrad optimizers handle sparse and dense gradients differently. Our current
implementation treats sparse gradients as if they were dense ignoring their sparsity which is detrimental for large vocabulary
embeddings.
Observe that on the convex logistic regression task, all optimizers converge to the same minimum of train loss, as theory
predicts. On the non-convex neural network tasks, RECURSIVEOPTIMIZER seems to be marginally better than the baselines
on the Transformer task, but slightly worse than Adam on CIFAR-10. Interestingly, the momentum heuristic was helpful on
CIFAR-10, but seemed detrimental on the Transformer tasks. We suspect that RECURSIVEOPTIMIZER is held back on these
non-convex tasks by the somewhat global nature of our update. Because our iterates are vtWealtht−1, it is easily feasible for
the iterate to change quite dramatically in a single round as wealth becomes larger. In contrast, proximal methods such as
Adam or Adagrad enforce some natural stability in their iterates. In future, we plan to develop a version of our techniques
that also enforces some natural stability, which may be more able to realize gains in the non-convex setting.
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(d) Train loss vs time
Figure 3. CIFAR-10 with ResNet-32
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(b) Train loss vs steps
Figure 4. MNIST with logistic regression
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(b) Train loss vs steps
Figure 5. MNIST with two layer fully connected network
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(b) Train loss vs steps
Figure 6. IMDB sentiment classification with Transformer
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(b) Test accuracy vs time
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(c) Test log perplexity vs steps
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(d) Test log perplexity vs time
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(f) Train loss vs time
Figure 7. Penn Tree Bank with Transformer
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(d) Test log perplexity vs time
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(f) Train loss vs time
Figure 8. LM1B with Transformer
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(a) CIFAR-10 with ResNe-32t
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(b) IMBD with Transformer
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(c) MNIST with logistic regression
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(d) MNIST with fully connected network
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(e) Penn Tree Bank with Transformer
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(f) LM1B with Transformer
Figure 9. Number of iterations per second
